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Professional Self-Healing,
Double-Sided PVC Cutting

Mat - A3 (45x30cm)

$22.95
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Short Description

Beautiful green color and measurements and geometry on both sides of the mat to aid in your cuts. Five
layers of PVC give these QJH Professional Self-Healing Cutting Mats maximum self-healing capability and
prolonged life. The 1/8" surface also prevents cutting blades from becoming dull. Each mat contains inch and
metric measurements, scale lines for diagonal cuts, and 1/2" grid lines on the top surface, making them the
perfect work surface for cutting, drawing, and any modifications. Made of high quality PVC, protect the
blades, prolonging the service life of your blade with these special made self healing mats. The cutting mat
can also make your cutting work more convenient and smooth, can be easily cut a straight line on the cutting
mat without a ruler! This is a "Must Have" for any computer enthusiast for building, assembling or
modifications to the case, wires, or other components. Dont damage your tables and desk...use a self healing
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mat!

This is the BEST self healing mat we have ever tried and is used in house at PPCS. Its indestructable!

Description

Beautiful green color and measurements and geometry on both sides of the mat to aid in your cuts. Five
layers of PVC give these QJH Professional Self-Healing Cutting Mats maximum self-healing capability and
prolonged life. The 1/8" surface also prevents cutting blades from becoming dull. Each mat contains inch and
metric measurements, scale lines for diagonal cuts, and 1/2" grid lines on the top surface, making them the
perfect work surface for cutting, drawing, and any modifications. Made of high quality PVC, protect the
blades, prolonging the service life of your blade with these special made self healing mats. The cutting mat
can also make your cutting work more convenient and smooth, can be easily cut a straight line on the cutting
mat without a ruler! This is a "Must Have" for any computer enthusiast for building, assembling or
modifications to the case, wires, or other components. Dont damage your tables and desk...use a self healing
mat!

This is the BEST self healing mat we have ever tried and is used in house at PPCS. Its indestructable!

Features

Features:

 

PREMIUM QUALITY: self healing cutting board of PVC with 5 self-healing layers. Ideal for cutting with
normal and rotary cutters, scalpel and other cutting tools and obtain professional results.
MEASURES: the cutting mat is 3mm thick and DIN A2 (45x30cm - 18"x12”) measures, with a millimeter
of 42x270mm on one side and 16x10” inches on the other side.
SELF-HEALING: made of 5 PVC layers that provide great durability and quality maintenance for a long
time. The material with which it is composed is designed to leave no trace of the cuts made on the
surface.
 HIGH PRECISION: both sides are designed with angular and dimensional guides to help you get the
most accurate results, applicable to patchwork, sewing, papercrafts, DIY, modeling, computer repair or
modification, etc.
COLORS: Beautiful easy to read green color with precise measurement lines and geometric patterns
This is the BEST self healing mat we have ever tried and is used in house at PPCS. Its indestructable!

 

Specifications

Specificatons:

Quality, self-recovery, two sides can be used.
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To prevent the desktop being cut.
Graduated, you can simply cut the right size on it.
A3:   45cm long and 30cm wide,  3mm thickness, very durable.
Material: PVC
Color: Green
Item Weight: A3:about 0.72kg
A3 package size:45cm*30cm*0.4cm
Package:1 piece cutting mat

Additional Information

Brand AE

SKU AE-QJH-A3

Weight 1.5000

Color Green

Tool Type Case Modding

Material PVC


